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Luigi Panzeri

FABRICS

Designed and produced in our own mill, we have many 

years experience in the treatment of cotton, our high 

specifications make our branded fabrics both colour fast 

and shrink resistant. Customers rely on these essential 

requirements, this is why our clothing range is so popular 

in sport, leisure and jogging.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN

We produce attractive and functional clothing for many 

sports clubs and teams at the top of their game, our 

synthetic fibres are non-skin irritating, easily laundered, 

most importantly keeping their shape and aesthetic look. 

Our digital system allows us to give all these features 

combined with a personalised design and cost effective 

price.

EXTENSIVE RANGE

Year on year we add to our model range, our catalogues 

now offer about 110 shirts, 50 pairs of shorts and 20 

tracksuits, this is in addition to a widening choice of sports 

bags. Many of our models are designed for specific sports, 

in most cases they are also compatible for general sporting 

use, all models come in 10 sizes, 27 colours and a range 

of materials.   

BESPOKE DESIGN

We produce garments directly to the customers 

specifications, colours and models are tailored to 

the requirement, offering endless permutations. This 

personalisation gives clubs and teams a unique identity 

which reflects in all they do, sponsors and partners are 

encouraged by their professional image and quality 

presentation.

GUARANTEED REPEAT SUPPLY

All models produced can be repeated at any time in any 

quantity even though they may not be current catalogue 

models, all customer designs are recorded on our 

database for reproduction at any time. Over the years 

we have collected more than 20,000 individual designs 

from associations, advertisers and promotion companies, 

this information although costly to administer provides a 

worthwhile service to give total longevity of  a club or team 

image.
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At Panzeri we strive to be among 
the leading specialist in sportswear 
design and production, our legacy:
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CONDITIONS OF SALE

• Delivery time: 4-5 weeks.

• Free packaging.

• Terms: ex works.

• Payment: Cash and Delivery   
 down payment with special
 orders (as with printing etc.).

• Reduction of 10% for items smaller
 than size II.

• Supplement of 10% for items bigger
 than size VI.

• Supplement of 20% for single items.

ALL MODELS ARE AVAILABLE

IN ALL COMBINATIONS

OF THE COLOURS OF YOUR CHOICE.



Comfortable dry skin-feel with excellent moisture management. 

Superlative breathability which enhances quick drying. 

Two of our most comfortable fabrics with our Panzeri 

built in advanced technology.

Achieves excellent stretch and compression reducing muscle 

vibration, this improves performance and gives excellent freedom 

of movement. 

Chlorine and salt-water resistant.

LIGHT COOLMAX®  polyester   100%

JACK COOLMAX®  polyester   100%

STRETCH POWER polyester  80% - elastan 20%

Italian engineered stretch fabric created for triathlon for genuine 

compression high performance athletic apparel.

Two way stretch fabric which is hardwearing, 

comfortable and easy to care for.

Ultra-light material:

- breathable

- UV protection

- quick drying.

TRI-POWER  polyester  80% - elastan 20%

WINTER STRETCH  polyester  87% - elastan 13%

X-fit  polyester  85% - elastan 15%

Fabrics
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High-tech super light fabric with membrane that offers all Windtex 

windproof and waterproof features in just 90 gsm for maximum 

comfort and all-weather use.

Allows breathability and wind proofing at the same time 

as maintaining warmth and waterproofing.

Our base fabric especially made for shirts and shorts 

manufacture combining comfort and long durability.

High technology soft fabric, developed from microfibres to improve 

athlete comfort.

WINDTEXLIGHT  polyester  100%

WINDTEX®  polyester  100%

JACK  polyester  100%

FILANCA  polyester  100%
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Materials we use, which are of excellent quality and made 

specifically for sport, are machine washable. The printing 

has been treated to withstand machine-washing. However, 

for best maintenance it is advisable to wash the ar ticles by 

hand in warm water. It is also advisable not to leave sweaty 

or damp items for days inside a holdall.

Washing

Colours 

Printings 

The items in the photos are just a few examples. 

We produce your uniforms in endless color combinations 

with logos.

ATHLETE NAME each print    €  6 40

PRINTING A

SINGLE LOGO

PRINTING MULTIPLE 

LOGOS (more than 3)

BESPOKE DESIGN

(include printing)

SUPPLEMENT FOR

SCALING LOGOS 

(multiple sizes on the same order)

 € 80 .-  € 16 .-

 € 260 .-  € 34 .-

 € 330 .-  € 34 .-

 € 34 .- FREE

New
(total)

Reorder
(total)
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In the next page you can find the char ts of Panzeri’s 

sizes for men and women with the body’s measurement 

in centimeters. If your measures are in between two 

sizes, choose the smallest one for an adherent fit while 

the biggest one for a more comfy fit.

SIZES VARIATIONS 

It’s possible to produce longer or shor ter garments. 

For example:

IV length V,    IV length VI,     IV length VII

IV length III,    IV length II,     IV length I

Supplement  €  3 30

Sizes

1 - HEIGHT

2 - CHEST
Measurement of the 

circumference at the 

widest point of the chest.

3 - WAIST 
Measurement of the 

circumference at the 

narrowest par t of the 

waist.

4 - HIPS 

Measurement of the 

circumference at the 

widest par t of the hips.  

5 - INSIDE LEG 

Measurement of the 

inside leg length from the 

crotch to the floor.

1

2

3

4

5
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Size

Size

HEIGHT

cm.

HEIGHT

cm.

WAIST

cm.

WAIST

cm.

CHEST

cm.

CHEST

cm.

HIPS

cm.

HIPS

cm.

INSIDE
LEG

cm.

INSIDE
LEG

cm.

MAN

WOMAN

I 140 - 149 66 - 7279 - 86 82 - 88 66 - 70

IV 170 - 179 85 - 9198 - 104 98 - 104 81 - 85

VII 200 - 209 102 - 108116 - 122 116 - 122 96 - 100

00 120 - 129 55 - 6065 - 72 70 - 76 56 - 60

II 150 - 159 72 - 7786 - 92 88 - 92 71 - 75

V 180 - 189 91 - 96104 - 110 104 - 110 86 - 90

VIII 210 - 219 108 - 114122 - 128 122 - 128 101 - 105

0 130 - 139 60 - 6672 - 79 76 - 82 61 - 65

III 160 - 169 77 - 8592 - 98 92 - 98 76 - 80

VI 190 - 199 96 - 102110 - 116 110 - 116 91 - 95

54321

I 140 - 149 62 - 6875 - 83 85 - 91 66 - 70

IV 170 - 179 80 - 8695 - 101 103 - 109 81 - 85

VII 200 - 209 98 - 104113 - 119 121 - 127 96 - 100

00 120 - 129 52 - 5763 - 69 73 - 79 56 - 60

II 150 - 159 68 - 7483 - 89 91 - 97 71 - 75

V 180 - 189 86 - 92101 - 107 109 - 115 86 - 90

VIII 210 - 219 104 - 110119 - 126 127 - 133 101 - 105

0 130 - 139 57 - 6269 - 75 79 - 85 61 - 65

III 160 - 169 74 - 8089 - 95 97 - 103 76 - 80

VI 190 - 199 92 - 98107 - 113 115 - 121 91 - 95

54321
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Complete collection 

and prices 

on pages 12-16.

RIO
D
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Complete collection 

and prices 

on pages 12-16.

EL PASO
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ZJ
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Complete collection 

and prices 

on pages 13-17.

ARIZONA
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Complete collection 

and prices 

on pages 13-17.

COLORADO
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(A) Singlet man

 light coolmax €  35 20

(B) Singlet woman

 light coolmax  €  34 70

(O) Tank top

 light coolmax    €  36 30

(P) Shirt short sleeves

 jack coolmax  €  50 60

(W) Shirt short sleeves zip

   jack coolmax  €  58 30

(K) Shirt long sleeves

 jack coolmax  €  55 .-

 winter stretch  €  57 80

(Y) Shirt long sleeves zip

 jack coolmax  €  62 70

 winter stretch  €  65 50

(G) Wind vest

 windteXlight  €  71 50

(D) Shorts

 light coolmax   €  36 60

RIOEL PASO
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(A) Singlet man

 light coolmax    €  37 40

(B) Singlet woman

 light coolmax    €  36 90

(O) Tank top

 light coolmax  €  38 50

(P) Shirt short sleeves

 jack coolmax  €  52 80

(W) Shirt short sleeves zip

   jack coolmax  €  60 50

(K) Shirt long sleeves

 jack coolmax  €  57 20

 winter stretch  €  60 .-

(Y) Shirt long sleeves zip

 jack coolmax  €  64 90

 winter stretch  €  67 70

(G) Wind vest

 windteXlight  €  71 50

(D) Shorts

 light coolmax   €  36 60

ARIZONACOLORADO
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(V) Wind jacket

 windteXlight  €  84 70

(VH) Wind jacket hooded

 windteXlight  €  89 70

(J) Winter jacket

 windtex  € 100 .-

(Z J) Jacket

 filanca  €  67 10

(ZO)  Trousers

 filanca  €  66 .-

(M) Singlet man tights

 X-fit  €  37 40

 stretch power  €  44 .-

(N) Singlet woman tights

 X-fit  €  39 10

 stretch power  €  45 70

(JH) Winter jacket hooded

 windtex  € 105 .-

RIOEL PASO
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(V) Wind jacket

 windteXlight  €  84 70

(VH) Wind jacket hooded

 windteXlight  €  89 70

(J) Winter jacket

 windtex  € 100 .-

(Z J) Jacket

 filanca  €  70 40

(ZO)  Trousers

 filanca  €  68 20

(M) Singlet man tights

 X-fit  €  39 60

 stretch power  €  46 20

(N) Singlet woman tights

 X-fit  €  41 30

 stretch power  €  47 90

(JH) Winter jacket hooded

 windtex  € 105 .-

ARIZONACOLORADO
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(X) Top woman x back

 stretch power  €  35 20

(C) Top woman

 stretch power  €  34 70

(E) Slip woman

 stretch power  €  29 70

(H) Short tights

 stretch power  €  41 30

(L) Body man

 stretch power  €  79 20

(S) Body woman tights

 stretch power  €  80 80

(R) Body woman

 stretch power  €  68 20

(U) Corsaire

 stretch power  €  52 30

(T) Leggings

 stretch power  €  61 10

 winter stretch  €  67 10

(F) Hot pants

 stretch power  €  32 50

EL PASO



ARIZONA
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(X) Top woman x back

 stretch power  €  35 20

(C) Top woman

 stretch power  €  34 70

(E) Slip woman

 stretch power  €  29 70

(H) Short tights

 stretch power  €  43 50

(L) Body man

 stretch power  €  82 .-

(S) Body woman tights

 stretch power  €  83 60

(R) Body woman

 stretch power  €  70 40

(U) Corsaire

 stretch power  €  54 50

(T) Leggings

 stretch power  €  63 30

 winter stretch  €  69 30

(F) Hot pants

 stretch power  €  34 70

COLORADO
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(H) Short tights

tri-power   €  56 .-

(M) Singlet man tights

tri-power   €  50 10

(L) Trisuit man zip

tri-power   € 102 .-

(N) Singlet woman tights

tri-power   €  52 30

(P) Trisuit man back zip

tri-power   € 105 .-

(O) Tank top man zip

tri-power   €  58 30

(S) Trisuit woman

tri-power   €  93 .-

(F) Hot pants

tri-power   €  46 60

TRI-ARIZONA

Triathlon
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(H) Short tights

tri-power   €  56 .-

(M) Singlet man tights

tri-power   €  50 10

(L) Trisuit man zip

tri-power   € 102 .-

(N) Singlet woman tights

tri-power   €  52 30

(P) Trisuit man back zip

tri-power   € 105 .-

(O) Tank top man zip

tri-power   €  58 30

(S) Trisuit woman

tri-power   €  93 .-

(F) Hot pants

tri-power   €  46 60

TRI-RIO

Triathlon
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(YM) Shirt man 

 long sleeves zip

jack coolmax €  73 70

(PM) Shirt man 

 short sleeves

jack coolmax   €  61 60

(YF) Shirt woman 

 long sleeves zip

jack coolmax   €  72 60

(PF) Shirt woman 

 short sleeves

jack coolmax   €  60 50

(T) Leggings

stretch power   €  93 50

(DF) Shorts

light coolmax - stretch power

    €  64 90

(H) Short tights

stretch power   €  61 60

RUNNER

Running
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(L) Body man

stretch power   €  81 40

(S) Body woman

stretch power   €  83 10

CAMBRIDGE

Rowing
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Our TIRRENO and 

ADRIATICO

models have a 

different 

shoulder shape to 

each other.

The images show a 

small sample of the 

many achievable 

designs. 

The customer can 

combine a design, 

colours and logos 

when using the on-

line drawing tool built 

into our website, see: 
  

www.panzeri.com

Cycling
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ADRIATICO

(C) MTB shirt short sleeves

light coolmax   €   39 10

jack coolmax   €   45 10

(D) MTB shirt long sleeves

jack   €   45 70

(T) Bib tights

stretch power   €   80 30

winter stretch   €   86 30

(Z) Bib tights zip

stretch power   €   94 60

winter stretch   € 100 60

(B) Shirt short sleeves

jack   €   57 20

jack coolmax  €   63 30

(K) Shirt short sleeves full zip

jack   €   63 80

jack coolmax  €   69 90

(G) Wind vest

windteXlight   €   71 50

(P) Leg warmers

stretch power   €   31 90

winter stretch   €   35 20

(O) Arm warmers

stretch power   €   19 30

winter stretch   €   21 50

(V) Wind jacket

windteXlight   €   85 80

(J) Winter jacket

windtex   €  109 .-

(H) Bib shorts man

stretch power    €   68 .-

(HF) Bib shorts woman

stretch power   €   66 .-

(E) Bib shorts ENDURANCE man

stretch power    €   76 50

(M) Shirt long sleeves full zip

jack coolmax  €   74 30

winter stretch   €   77 10

TIRRENO



This catalogue substitutes all former price-lists.
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